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NEW! The first complete revision of John Bouvier’s great law dictionary in more than a century made relevant and authoritative for modern students of the law Derived from the famous 1853 law dictionary used by Daniel Webster, Abraham Lincoln, and Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. The Wolters Kluwer Bouvier Law Dictionary Quick Reference has been brought completely up-to-date by a distinguished and widely-published legal scholar and teacher. Steve Sheppard, with law degrees from Oxford and Columbia Universities, brings his scholarship, international practice, and litigation experience to bear in making the famous text as relevant today as it was when it first broke ground in American law. Definitions derived from contemporary as well as classic sources give the reference book its depth and authority. Building on Bouvier’s structure and entries, Professor Sheppard has added thousands of new terms and rewritten many original definitions. 8,500 short definitions explain more than 11,200 words and phrases, giving readers a general understanding of a term when a quick grasp of a concept is required. Each entry is written to be understood by the modern student, argued by the modern lawyer, and cited by the modern judge. An intuitive structure and thorough cross-referencing makes the first complete revision of this essential dictionary in more than a hundred years accessible and easy to use. Features of The Wolters Kluwer Bouvier Law Dictionary Quick Reference: The classic becomes contemporary. Definitions derived from ancient and contemporary sources, with current statutes, regulations, cases, and treatises building on ancient and medieval sources Designed for modern use and contemporary issues Authority in General Editor Stephen Sheppard: Widely published by Cambridge, Oxford and other leading presses Holds law degrees from Oxford and Columbia Universities, including a doctorate in the science of law Draws on international legal practice, litigation, and teaching experience for the selection of terms Encyclopedic in scope: 8,500 entries, explaining more than 11,200 words and phrases, far more than Bouvier’s original two-volume set with 6,600 entries Short definitions give readers a quick grasp of a concept and a general understanding in a hurry Clear statement of meanings, context and usage of key terms Intuitive structure, for ease of use: Major terms organize concepts and related terms: e.g. exceptions to Hearsay under hearsay, the forms of estate under Estate Thorough cross-referencing, making terms easy to find
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Customer Reviews

I absolutely hate thumbing through large legal dictionaries and I am so glad I picked up this Quick Reference dictionary. The dictionary is very easy to read. The Quick Reference dictionary is lightweight, so I would highly suggest it for someone that does not like carrying heavy legal books. For those courses that have open notes or open book, this dictionary would come in handy. At the beginning of book there are How to Use pages that show you how to get the most out of the dictionary. This is very helpful when you need a quick definition of a key legal term. This is a dictionary that can go from law school and into practice. The back of the book there is the United States Constitution, Declaration of Independence and list of Supreme Court Justices. This is helpful if you do a lot of Constitutional Law research. I plan on keeping this book to help me with the law and having the quick reference is convenient.

This is a must have for any law student. I have tried other law dictionaries, but quickly became tired of their bulkiness. This is perfect to bring to class or study sessions. Instead of flipping through a large, confusing dictionary, you will be able to immediately find what you are looking for. The format is much simpler in nature and allows the student to not be bogged down by convoluted, long definitions. The definitions in this dictionary are short, summaries of the full definitions and provides the student with all of the information necessary to understand the subject. I have found myself many times flipping through this dictionary and quickly able to locate and understand the definitions. Let other students be bogged down with the bulk. In addition to this book, you can also get the mobile app, which is extremely helpful. Use it as a supplement to this book and you will have no problem understanding any legal concept.

The Wolters Kluwer Bouvier Dictionary Quick Reference is a necessary item for any lawyer or law
student's briefcase or book bag. The Bouvier Quick Reference is much easier to carry around than the Desk Edition, or even the "Compact Edition," which are both much larger than the Quick Reference Edition. I keep the Quick Reference in my Briefcase at all times, and leave my larger "Compact Edition" and Desk Edition at the office or at home. The Quick Reference is a very straight-forward dictionary, but eliminates a lot of extraneous definitions by cross-referencing other synonyms and alternative definitions, allowing for the easy to carry, compact size. As you can tell by my review, the best part about this dictionary is its size and weight. I can't recommend the Quick Reference enough as either as a primary reference tool or a second version to take with you on the go while the heavier books stay at home!

The Bouvier Law Dictionary is great for legal definitions "on the fly." While there are many web sites that provide definitions of legal terms, having a law dictionary nearby is handy when confusing terms arise in classes where laptops are not allowed (which is more common in first year courses). Also, during some exams where supplements are allowed but internet access is not, the Bouvier Law Dictionary can be invaluable when you want to double check to make sure you are using a term the right way. The Bouvier Law Dictionary packs a lot of legal information into a compact package by cross-referencing terms and organizing them logically. The back of the law dictionary even includes the complete Declaration of Independence and the United States Constitution, along with a brief biography of every justice ever appointed to the Supreme Court. Overall, the Quick Reference version of the Bouvier Law Dictionary is a great resource not only for first year law students but also for anyone that needs a handy desk reference for legal terms in a compact form.
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